
DATES TO REMEMBER! 

February 3  -  Grade 9-12 
Progress reports 

February 9 & 10  -  Grad   
Pictures 

February 17  -  Kindergarten 
Progress reports 

February 20—Family Day, 
NO CLASSES! 

February 21-24  -  February 
Break, NO CLASSES! 

February 27  -  Classes re-
sume 

March 17  -  Grade 1-8 Pro-
gress Reports 

March 22 and 23(3:15 to 6:30)  
-  Parent/Teacher/Student 
Conferences!  

March 24  -  Prep Day for 
Teachers, NO CLASSES! 
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 And just like that we are into the second half of the school year; it is hard to 

believe how fast this year is going. Congratulations to all the senior students for their 

hard work preparing for their final exams. It can be a very stressful time, but I saw a 

lot of you working together before and after school, it was great to see another exam-

ple of students helping students. Mother Nature has decided to play a few tricks on us 

recently, that warm spell reminded us of what lies ahead, however we were quickly 

snapped back to reality with the cold weather we’ve been experiencing. Just a remind-

er that your kids should always be bundled up when they come to school. 

 I’m very excited to start my new role as Principal of your school. On January 

27th, we said farewell to Mr. Mason who will now turn his attention to getting Lake 

Vista School up and running in Martensville. Mr. Mason was an avid learner who 

based all of his decisions on what was best for the students under his care. He leaves 

a huge void, and big shoes to fill. I will work as hard as I can to continue building 

Waldheim School into the best school it can possibly be. As you know, often a farewell 

to one person is coupled with a hello to someone else. Mr. David Cameron has taken 

on the role of interim Vice Principal for the remainder of the school year. You will find 

a brief bio of Mr. Cameron in the newsletter. I am very excited to be working closely 

with such a dedicated professional. 

 As you may know, our school goals this year are to improve student literacy 

and to improve student engagement. When I think about literacy, I think about how 

that encompasses so much more than just reading books in ELA. My son is an avid 

collector of Pokémon cards, which, unfortunately for me, are not cheap! What I do 

enjoy is listening to him talk about the different characters that are found on each 

card. He understands very well who each character is, what their unique features are, 

and how rare the specific cards are. He is demonstrating a deep level of understand-

ing and while doing this he is building his literacy skills. I invite you to think of ways to 

help your child(ren) develop their literacy skills. Maybe they love reading about what is 

going on in the sports world, perhaps they love to sing, maybe they enjoy reading 

about how to build or fix things. Regardless of what it is they are reading, enjoy it 

along with them. The following is an excerpt from startwithabook.org/fluent-kids and 

it discusses fluency, something we listen for when working with our readers.  
Fluency develops over time and with lots of practice. The best way for parents to de-

termine how fluently their child can read is to listen to him or her read out loud. When 

listening, think about: 

Phrasing and smoothness: Does your child read word-by-word with frequent hesita-

tion? Does your child read in short phrases, but ignore punctuation? Does your child 

read with good phrasing and rhythm? 

Pace: Does your child read slowly, at a mixed rate, or at a conversational rate? 

Expression and volume: Does your child read with a quiet voice, or with volume and 

expression? 

As your child develops fluency, you will notice that your child reads words in a mean-

ingful way, guided by the text's punctuation. Her reading will be at a conversational 

pace throughout the reading. She will read with expression, and the volume will 

sound as though she is talking with a friend. 

As always, if you have questions or concerns, please feel free to pop by the school, we 

love to say hi and have a chat.                           

      Mr. Mellesmoen & Mr. Cameron  



“We’ve been making starbursts in Art” Lacey 

“We’ve been learning about matter in Science” Scotia 

“We’re learning how to build structures” Ema 
“We’re learning about nonfiction text features” Nate 

“We’re learning how to dribble a basketball” Ben 
“We’re learning about germs and healthy food”                               

           Kalyrra 

“We’ve been making posters” Dalton 

“We’re learning about adjectives” Cisco 

“We learned about measurement” Ryden 
We’re learning about nouns” Shea 

“We made fruit salad in health” Riley 

“We made ice cream in science” Finn 
“We learned about countries and communities” 

Elika 

“We ate healthy snacks” Jaxon 

“We made Ooblek in science” Eva 

“We made butter” Scotia 
“We measured time in math” Josiah 

“We made structures out of materials” Ryden 

“We made a talent show video” Grace 

 
 Mrs. McKay 

In grade 10, the classes we are taking this semester are:  

IA/Home Ec, Social 10, ELA , Foundations Math, and Environ-

mental Science 20.  We are learning about radicals, and irration-

al and rational numbers in Foundations and how to do equations 

pertaining to them.  In Social 10, we are studying political ideolo-

gies, and the beliefs associated with each political party.  The 

Industrial Arts people are working on their project plans, while 

the Home Economics people are learning about healthy eating 

and food disorders.  In ELA, we have been working on many 

smaller projects, all revolving around diversity, mainly on discrim-

ination and its effects.  Finally, our last class of the day is Environmental Science.  We have just completed the 

introduction unit, which mainly focusses on ecosystems, cycles, and the food chains within.                          

         Christina Norsten and Aliyah Wirll 



Bobby Jo McKay… 

 This is my sixth year here at Waldheim 

School, and most of my time here has been spent 

teaching grade three. One of my favourite sub-

jects to teach every year is Reader’s Workshop. I 

love to spend time devoted to understanding and enjoying books and it’s always so exciting to see how much 

growth students make during the year in their reading. 

 Growing up, I loved to read. I think that my love of reading flourished when my dad started taking me to 

the public library every week. I still love reading, and I love going to book stores and reading book lists to scope 

out my next book. My new year’s resolution this year is to read at least three books a month – so far so good!  

 

Marla Laskowski… 
 50! Fifty, believe it or not, is not my age, but it is the number of books I aspire to read/listen to this 

year.  There is nothing quite like a good book to listen to to motivate me to work in my kitchen!  If you have not yet 

discovered the ap "Overdrive" which connects you to the Wheatland Public Library, you are missing out!  Overdrive 

allows you to borrow  your favourite books to read or listen to on your mobile device.  From the oldies like, "The 

Outsiders", to the newbies like, "The Red Queen," the options are endless. 14! Fourteen is the number of books I 

have read/listened to this year already --- 36 more to go!!   

 

David Cameron….  

 The town of Waldheim welcomed my wife, Karin, our children and I in the summer of 2015. We arrived 

from British Columbia and Australia before that.  Our adjustment from the warm weather of Australia to the crisp-

ness of Canada has brought about a significant change in wardrobes though it has not limited the joy we have ex-

periencing life together as a family. One factor when deciding where to reside in Saskatchewan was to find a 

school for our children that has a positive culture of learning and community. We certainly found that here at 

Waldheim School. We have also found the community to be incredibly supportive with many wonderful opportuni-

ties for our growing family.  

 Prior to joining the team here at Waldheim School and working more broadly within Prairie Spirit School 

Division I was employed as interim principal at Powell River Christian School in B.C. I jokingly tell the staff there I 

still have water views, only now the water is frozen! My hope here at Waldheim School, as it was in my previous 

schools, is to contribute to the formation of a safe and supportive learning environment where every person has 

the opportunity to grow as a learner and have a positive impact on their community. I look forward to getting to 

know many of you over the course of the next few months.  



Use a PEER When You Read Aloud 
 

Most parents of preschoolers realize the value of reading aloud every day to your young child. Story time is a great 

way to connect with your child, to share exciting stories and pictures, and to increase your child’s understanding of 

the world. 

 

The best story times are very interactive: You are talking about and reading the story, your child is talking, and 

there is conversation taking place between the two of you. Because of all the talking, this type of shared reading is 

often called dialogic reading. 

 

Parents can use the PEER method to help them remember a few important ways to read in this interactive way: 

 

P: Prompt your child with a question about the story. Prompting your child focuses attention, engages the child in 

the story, and helps the child understand the book. 

 

 Point to something in the picture, for example, a balloon. “What is that?”  

 

E: Evaluate your child’s response. 

 

 “That’s right! That’s a balloon.”  

 

E: Expand on what your child said. 

 

“That’s a big, red balloon! We saw one of those in the grocery store yesterday.”  

 

R: Repeat or revisit the prompt you started with, encouraging your child to use the new information you’ve provid-

ed.  

 

“Can you say big, red balloon?” Each time the book is reread, the expanded vocabulary words are verbal-

ized again. 

  

Dialogic reading works. Children whose parents read in a dialogic way have better oral language skills, and are 

more likely to be exposed to new words.  

 

Don’t feel obligated to use the PEER procedure on every page, with every book. Keep it fun! Use PEER when it fits 

and when your child is engaged with the story.  



February 2017 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

   1 2 3 4 

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

19 20 21 22 23 24 25 

26 27 28     

Day E (K1) 

Day E  (K1) Day D (K2) Day B  (K2) Day C (K1) 

Day A  (K1) 

Day  F (K2) 

Day A  (K1) Day B  (K2) 

Day F (K2) 

Day D  (K2) 

Day E  (K1) 

Day C (K1) 

Day  F (K2) 

Day A (K1) 

K1  -  Mrs. June Kitchen’s kindergarten class 

K2  -  Mrs. Michelle Fong’s kindergarten class 

WINTER BREAK 



MARCH 2017 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

   1 2 3 4 

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

19 20 21 22 23 24 25 

26 27 28 29 30 31  

Day C  (K1) 

Day C  (K1) Day D (K2)  Day E (K1)  

Day E (K1) 

Day A  (K1) 

Day  F (K2) 

Day D  (K2) 

Day A  (K1) Day B (K2) Day E  (K1) 

Day D (K2) Day C  (K1) Day B  (K2) 

Day  F (K2) 

Day C (K1) 

Day E  (K1) 

Day B (K2) Day D (K2) 

Day F (K2) 

Day B  (K2) 

Day A (K1) 

Subway sale 

forms due by 

3:00 pm! 

Teacher Prep 

Day, NO 

CLASSES! 

K1  -   Mrs. June Kitchen’s  

        kindergarten class 

K2  -     Mrs. Michelle Fong’s  

        kindergarten class 

Parent/Teacher/Student 

Conferences from  

3:15—6:30 

Grade 1-8 

Progress 

Reports 
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Organizing information 
in creative ways can make 
studying more interesting 
and productive for your 
youngster. Encourage 
her to try these graphic 
organizers—and to 
invent some of her own! 

Cars in a train
Drawing a train is 

one way to understand 
and study steps in a 
process or events in a 
sequence, such as the 
parts of the scientific method or the plot 
of a novel. Suggest that your child label 
each train car with a step (“Ask a ques-
tion,” “Make a hypothesis”) and add a 
picture to illustrate it.

Toppings on a pizza
Have your youngster draw a pizza to 

visualize facts. On each slice, she should 
write a category of information (example: 
“Lewis and Clark,” “Cartier,” and so on 
for a quiz on explorers). She can draw 
toppings (pepperoni, mushrooms) and 
put a fact on each one. On the Lewis and 

On time every day
Arriving at school on 

time allows your child to settle in and 
take full advantage of every learning 
activity. Let him take the lead on this 
important responsibility by teaching 
him to set an alarm. Tip: Suggest that 
he place the clock across the room 
so he has to get out of bed to switch 
it off. 

A “mind rehearsal”
Have your youngster “practice” chal-
lenging situations in her mind to 
boost her confidence. Before a cheer-
leading competition, for example, she 
could picture herself nailing her rou-
tines. Or if a big test is coming up, 
she might imagine staying calm and 
answering questions to the best of 
her ability.

Field trip learning
When you sign a field trip permission 
slip, show interest—you’ll inspire 
your child to learn more from his 
outing. Ask him to predict what he 
will see and learn. Together, look up 
the destination online or in books, 
and say something like, “I can’t wait 
to hear which instrument is your 
favorite at the symphony.” Then, fol-
low up with him afterward.

Worth quoting
“Life’s most persistent and urgent 
question is, ‘What are you doing for 
others?’” Martin Luther King, Jr.

Q: Why can’t you tell a joke while 
standing on 
ice?

A: Because 
it might 
crack up.

Great graphic organizersSHORT 
NOTES

JUST FOR FUN

Respect all around
Every day, there are plenty of opportuni-

ties for your child to show respect for others. 
Here are examples.

 ● At home…The dinner table is a great 
place to start. Teach your youngster to thank 
the cook. He’ll show respect for the person’s 
time and care in preparing the food.

 ● In school…Encourage him to be respectful of other children’s backgrounds by 
learning greetings in the languages they speak at home. 

 ● In your community…Explain that shoppers respect store employees by not 
creating extra work for them. If you decide you don’t need an item in your cart, 
help your child return it to where it belongs. After you load groceries into your 
car, have him walk with you to return the cart.♥

Clark “pepperoni,” she might write, 
“Started in St. Louis” and “Ended at the 
Pacific Ocean.”

Letters of the alphabet
Let your child divide a sheet of paper 

into 26 squares and label them A–Z. 
Then, she could write a fact that begins 
with each letter. If her topic is habitats, 
she can define desert in the D square and 
rain forest for R. Being creative with less-
common letters will get her thinking 
more deeply about the material (“Quick 
temperature drops happen at night in 
the desert” for Q).♥

Sponsored by your School Community Council
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My daughter 
Gabrielle has 

always been shy and quiet around 
people she doesn’t know well. This 
year, her teacher told me she was 
worried because Gabrielle 
rarely speaks in class. 

We met with the school 
counselor, who had some 
good advice. For example, 
I’m trying to let Gabrielle 
speak for herself rather than 
jumping in to “rescue” her. 
When someone asks her 

name, I smile at her and wait instead of 
saying it for her. I’m also encouraging her 
to order her food in restaurants and to 

speak up at places like the hair 
salon and the dentist’s office. 

The counselor helped 
Gabrielle set a goal of raising 
her hand to answer a ques-
tion at least once a day. We’re 
having fun practicing by 
playing school at home—
and her teacher just sent 
home a note saying she’s 
seeing a little progress!♥

Overcoming shyness

Keep screen 
time in check

Do you worry that your child spends 
too much time in front of a screen? Do 
you wonder how he could best use tech-
nology? Consider this advice for helping 
him to balance screen time with other 
activities and to make the most of the 
time he does spend on electronics.

Aim for a mix. Together, look for ways 
to balance screen time with schoolwork, active play, and 

family time. Make rules about 
where and when your young-
ster uses a computer, tablet, 
smartphone, or video game 
(say, in the living room after 
homework is finished). 
Have him set a timer while 
he uses a device—when it 
goes off, it’s time to go out 
and play or help you prepare 

dinner, for example. 

Use technology as a tool. Encourage your child to regard 
a device as a tool to use for specific purposes. He might down-
load an astronomy app to help spot constellations in the night 
sky or a birding app to identify bird calls during a hike. He’ll 
learn to rely on technology for real-life purposes.♥

A plan for problem solving
When your child faces a problem, 

having a solid plan can help him fig-
ure out how to solve it. So whether 
he’s had a disagreement with a friend 
or has fallen behind on his school-
work, suggest this approach.

 ● Identify the problem. Let him write a 
quick summary of what’s wrong. (“Elliott doesn’t like basketball, 
but that’s what I usually play at recess.”)

 ● Imagine the ideal solution. For instance, he probably wants to remain friends 
and still play basketball. 

 ● Figure out alternatives. Encourage him to brainstorm solutions. Examples: 
“Offer to play with Elliott at recess every other day.” “See if he wants to find some-
thing to play that we both like.”

 ● Choose a solution. He could pick the solution he likes best or that he thinks is 
most likely to work.

 ● Evaluate. Have him try out that solution and ask how it went. If it didn’t work, 
then he can consider another alternative from his list.♥

Fraction 
art

Your youngster can practice identify-
ing and representing fractions by creating 
this colorful mosaic with you—fraction 
by fraction. 

Materials: 
pencil, paper, 
index cards, 
crayons 

1. Let your 
child draw 10 
geometric shapes on a sheet of paper, 
such as circles, squares, rectangles, tri-
angles, trapezoids, and pentagons.

2. On separate index cards, have her 
write any 12 fractions (examples:  1–2,  

1–3 , 
1–4 ,  2–6,  

3–8). Shuffle the cards, and stack 
them facedown. 

3. Take turns flipping over a card (say, 
3–8). Pick a shape, and color in that frac-
tion on the shape (draw lines to divide 
it into 8 equal parts, and color 3 parts). 

4. When you’ve used all the cards, shuf-
fle and keep going. Continue until you’ve 
filled as many shapes as possible.

Note: If you get a fraction that isn’t 
available to color, turn over cards until 
you select one you can use.♥

PARENT
TO

PARENT

ACTIVITY
CORNER 
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Your child will discover 
that the world is a better 
place when people help 
each other. Consider these 
ideas for raising a helpful 
youngster.

Take on chores
Helping starts at home, 

and regular chores are a 
good place to begin. Point 
out that your household 
runs more smoothly when all family 
members help take care of it. Get your 
child in the habit of everyday chores 
(washing dishes, folding laundry). Then, 
suggest that he look for other ways to 
help, perhaps cleaning the attic or weed-
ing the garden.

Assist classmates
Let your youngster see that he has 

the power to help others. If he mentions 
someone who might need help (say, a 
classmate who is struggling with math 
facts), ask, “What could you do?” Your 
child could invite the student to study 
with him. Tell your youngster about 

Which way? 
Improve your young-

ster’s sense of direction by having her 
observe the sunset from a window in 
your home—that’s west. Then, let her 
make north, south, east, and west signs 
to hang on the walls. Next, hide a toy, 
and give her directions to find it. (“Take 
two steps south and three steps east.”) 
When you walk outdoors, she can try 
using the sun to figure out directions.

Use medicine safely 
Teach your child about drug safety 
from an early age. If medicine is pre-
scribed for him, read the label together, 
and explain that it’s important to take 
it exactly as directed. Then, dispense 
doses yourself, and store it in a locked 
cabinet. Also, tell him he should never 
share medication—or accept medicine 
from a friend.

The first day of spring 
(March 20) is also 
World Storytelling Day. 

Celebrate it by spending an evening 
telling family stories. Your youngster 
will probably enjoy hearing tales from 
your childhood—or the story of the 
day she was born. 

Worth quoting
“Sunshine is delicious, rain is refresh-
ing, wind braces us up, snow is exhil-
arating; there is really no such thing 
as bad weather, only different kinds 
of good weather.” John Ruskin

Q: What was the farmer doing on the 
other side of the road?

A: Catching all 
the chickens!

The importance of 
helping others 

SHORT 
NOTES

DID 
 YOU
KNOW?

JUST FOR FUN

Tips for test day 
Good news: Everyday strategies your 

youngster uses in reading and math will come 
in handy on standardized tests. Here’s how:

 ● Help your child prepare for sections where 
she has to read paragraphs, answer questions, 
and give supporting details. When you read to her 
at home, talk about the book, and ask her to show you evidence to back up her ideas 
and opinions.

 ● Your youngster may be asked to show how she solves math problems during the 
test, just like she does on regular assignments. Tell her that it’s better to write too 
much rather than not enough, especially if the test isn’t timed. She might also 
include drawings, such as a sketch showing how she found the area of a trapezoid.♥

everyday ways you lend a hand, such as 
bringing morning coffee to a coworker 
who broke her ankle.

Volunteer together
Your child can be a community volun-

teer with your help. For ideas, contact the 
parks and recreation department, commu-
nity centers, and service agencies like the 
United Way. Your family might take part 
in a park cleanup day, be a foster family 
for rescue dogs, or do face painting at a 
fund-raiser. When your youngster sees 
how good it feels to make a difference, he 
may want to make volunteering a habit!♥

Sponsored by your School Community Council
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Q: My daughter has been misbe-
having in school. The teacher sent 
home a note saying she’s goofing 

off and not listening. What should I do?

A: First, contact your child’s 
teacher. Find out when your 
daughter tends to act 
up, maybe during silent 
reading time, in the 
hallway, or at lunch. 
Together, you and the 
teacher might be able to 
figure out what triggers 
the behavior. Perhaps she 

is struggling in a particular subject, or 
maybe sitting beside her best friend makes 
it a challenge for her to follow the rules.

Then, talk to your daughter about the 
importance of behaving well in school. 

Discuss strategies for solving 
the problem like asking for 
help when an assignment is 
hard or sitting near different 
kids. Finally, plan to keep 
talking to your child and 
to stay in touch with the 
teacher to make sure her 
behavior improves.♥

Encourage good school behavior 

It’s cool to learn 
new words! 

At home or on the go, your youngster 
can expand her vocabulary. Try these 
suggestions.

My word wall. Many classrooms have 
word walls—why not let your child 
make one at home? Her closet door, a 
side of the refrigerator, or any other open 
spot will do. She could write words she 

is learning on index cards and 
arrange them by category. Exam-
ples: History words (expansion, 
treaty), science terms (photosyn-
thesis, mineral). Each time she 
adds a word to her wall, ask 
her what it means. Then, she 
can refer to the wall as she 
does her homework or 
writes stories.

Games to go. In the car, 
let your youngster pick a 

random letter (say, G), and 
take turns calling out some-

thing you see that begins with 
that letter (grass, gazebo, girl). If you say an unfamiliar word, 
point out the item so she learns it. When you reach the next 
block, someone else can pick a different letter. Tip: Later, help 
her remember the words by asking questions like “What was 
that round wooden structure that started with G?” (gazebo)♥

Spring events: A family affair 

The last quarter of the year at 

my son Andy’s school is always filled with fun activi-

ties like plays, concerts, a student-teacher basketball 

game, the book fair, and curriculum nights. I like 

to attend or take Andy to as many as possible, 

but I’m a single mom with two jobs, so we 

usually end up missing some. 

This year, I sent the calendar of events to my mom, my brother, and my cousin, 

and I asked whether they could each take Andy to one. They were happy to help! 

My mom took Andy to the school play, and my brother is going with him to the 

basketball game. My cousin, who’s studying to become a teacher, is excited about 

literacy night. 

I’m relieved that my son will attend so many evening activities. And Andy looks 

forward to sharing his school events with other family members.♥

Structural engineering 
Your child will have fun exploring 

engineering with homemade building 
blocks. Share these steps.

1. Make triangle blocks
Let him cut poster board, file folders, 

or index cards into 24 strips, each about 
1̋  x 5ʺ. Then, have him fold each strip 
into thirds, bend it into a triangle, and 
tape the ends together. (Note: He should 
save a few unfolded strips to use for 
building.)

2. Build a structure
Encourage your youngster to experi-

ment with different designs. He can fit tri-
angles together into rows with every other 
block pointing up, lay an unfolded strip 
on top, and continue alternating layers. 
Perhaps he’ll make the rows all the same 
length or make them different lengths.

3. Test strength
Ask your 

child to check 
each structure 
to see which 
design is the strongest and 
most stable. He could put a strip of 
paper on top and add pennies, counting 
as he goes, until the structure topples. 
Which arrangement of blocks holds the 
most pennies?♥
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